TASA Addendum 2016

Concurrent Session 1: Tuesday 1.00pm – 3:00pm

Sociology of Youth, Session B
‘Risk & Resilience’
Chair: Benjamin Pinkard, Room 2.52B

Removed: Julia Coffey; Youth, body image and affect.  Relocated Concurrent Session 4, Wednesday 1:15pm – 3:15pm. Sociology of Youth ‘Youth, Media and Connection’. Chair Pam Nilan Room: 2.81

Removed: David Farrugia, Steven Threadgold and Julia Coffey; Affective Labour: Towards a New Research Agenda for Youth Studies. Relocated Concurrent Session 2, Tuesday 3:30pm – 5:15pm. Sociology of Youth Session A ‘Work & Self in the New Economy’. Chair: Steven Roberts, Room: 2.52A.

Removed: Alexia Cameron; Affective Labour in ‘Hip’ Melbourne Cafes and Bars: in defense of Hardt and Negri’s thesis. Relocated Concurrent Session 5, Thursday 1:00pm – 3:00pm. Sociology of Emotions & Affect. Chair Jordan McKenzie. Room: 2.46

Concurrent Session 2: Tuesday 3.30pm – 5:15pm

Families & Relationships
‘Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, & Transgender: Families, Relationships & Parenting’
Chair: Judy Rose, Room: 2.80A
Additional Co-Authors: Fiona Kelly, Jennifer Power, Briony Horsfall, Denisa Goldhammer: Fertility aspirations and decision-making of Australian LGBT parents – Deborah Dempsey

Teaching Sociology
Chair: Kirsten McLean & Peta Cook, Room: 2.22
Additional Co-Authors: Nicole Pepperell and Liam Magee: The Lucky Country vs. a Fierce Planet: Gamification and Simulation as Tools for Teaching Complex Social Theories of sustainability – Anthony Richardson.

Sociology of Education Session A
Replacement for Chair of session: Chair: Mark Chou, Room: 2.15

Removed: Michael Hartup; Grounding Vulnerability and Resilience: Understanding the lived experiences of young people engaged in music-making. Relocated Concurrent Session 1, Tuesday 1:00pm – 3:00pm. Sociology of Youth Session B ‘Risk & Resilience’ Chair Benjamin Pinkard Room: 2.52B

Concurrent Session 4: Wednesday 1.15pm – 3:15pm

Urban Sociology
Chair: Linda Cheshire, Room: 2.46
Sole Author: Kathleen Flanagan: ‘It was decided to use the term "no-hoper"...’: the discursive formation of the 'problem' tenant
Migration, Ethnicity & Multiculturalism
‘Race and whiteness’
Chair: Val Colic-Peisker, Room: 2.50
Additional Co-Author: Jacinta Bartlett: United by alphabets and divided by attitudes: Religious education in primary schools in Australia and Austria Prasanna Srinivasan Ursula Dopplinger & Jacinta Bartlett

Families & Relationships
Session B ‘Parenthood & Grandparenthood’
Chair: Petra Bueskens, Room: 2.80A
Withdrawn: “It would’ve been really nice to still be able to contribute to the community as me, not just as the carer”: Hegemony, Carework, and Mothering Children with Disabilities – Sophia Brock

Concurrent Session 5: Thursday 1:00pm – 3:00pm

Sociology of Youth
(all presenters from this session have been relocated to Concurrent Session 1, Tuesday 1 – 3pm)
Session B ‘Risk & Resilience’
Chair Joel McGregor Room: 2.15

Removed: Signe Ravn; Risk-taking, Time and Temporality. Relocated Concurrent Session 1, Tuesday 1:00pm – 3:00pm. Sociology of Youth Session B ‘Risk & Resilience’ Chair Benjamin Pinkard Room: 2.52B

Removed: Katie Wright; Conceptualising childhood and youth in an age of historical abuse inquiries. Relocated Concurrent Session 1, Tuesday 1:00pm – 3:00pm. Sociology of Youth Session B ‘Risk & Resilience’ Chair Benjamin Pinkard Room: 2.52B

Removed: Juliet Watson; ‘It’s very hard to protect yourself when you’re alone’: young women, homelessness and the ‘management’ of violence through bodily alliances. Relocated Concurrent Session 1, Tuesday 1:00pm – 3:00pm. Sociology of Youth Session B ‘Risk & Resilience’ Chair Benjamin Pinkard Room: 2.52B